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Formai groups and L-series

Christopher Deninger and Enric Nart*
0. Introduction

For certain commutative group schemes over Z there is a strong relation
between the formai completion along zéro and the L-series of the generic fibre. The
first instance of such a connection was the following theorem of Honda [Ho 1] and
Cartier [C].
(0.1) THEOREM. Let E be an elliptic curve over Q with Néron model S over Z
and L-series

£

L{E,s)

n**

ann-\
1

Let

F(X,Y)=r\f(X)+f(Y))
be the formai group law over Q with logarithm

f(X)=
Then

F is

t^X»

inQpT].

defined over Z and it is isomorphic to

section.

In fact in [Ho

i

the completion

ofê along

the zéro

this resuit is not proved in complète generality. This was later
done by Hill [Hi] and Honda himself [Ho 2]. In [Ho 1] Honda also showed:
1]

(0.2) THEOREM. Let K/Q be a quadratic extension with discriminant dK ring
of integers (9K and Dirichlet character x- Then the L-séries L(x, s) gives rise as above
?Supported by Grant PB 85-0075 from CAICYT.
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to a

formai group law over Z which over

(9K becomes
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strongly isomorphic to

In this note we will generalize (0.1) to abelian varieties over Q with real
multiplication. Moreover (0.2) will be interprétée as a resuit on one dimensional
algebraic ton. As such it can be extended to ail abelian ton over Q. In both
completion along zéro of the respective Néron model is compared to
a formai group law obtained from a suitable matrix valued Dirichlet séries. In
the case of ton the proof of our main resuit makes use of Leopoldt&apos;s investigations
[L] on the galois module structure of the ring of integers in abelian extensions

cases the

of Q.
In [Ho 2] Honda has obtained a relation between formai Jacobians of modular
curves and Dirichlet séries involving Hecke operators. For certain curves this also
follows from our results on abelian varieties with real multiplication. In fact in thèse
cases we obtain more précise information because we deal with bad réduction
primes as well. As an illustration we détermine the formai Néron model over Z of
J0(N)new for squarefree N in terms of Dirichlet séries.
Apart from the cases mentioned there is one other instance where a relation
between a formai group scheme and an L-series in the spirit of (0.1) is known. This
is in the work of Oda [O] on Artin-Mazur formai groups of fibre products of
universal elliptic curves.
Theorem (0.1) is essentially équivalent to the Atkin Swinnerton-Dyer congruences for the coefficients of L(E, s) e.g. [Ha]. Using crystalline techniques such
congruences can be obtained in a much more gênerai context. We refer to Stienstra
[St] for results and références in this direction.
Some work on this note was done during a stay at the Max-Planck-Institute fur
Mathematik in Bonn whose hospitality is gratefully acknowledged.

1.

Algebraic ton

To construct formai groups from matrix valued L-series we will need certain
results of Honda [Ho 2] which are summarized in the following theorem. For a
finite subset S of Spec Z we write Zs for the ring obtained from Z by inverting the
primes in S.
(1.1) THEOREM. For integers r, d

^

1

consider the formai Dirichlet séries

320
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where the matrices Cpm in
m. Put

f(X)
«
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Md(Z) are assumed to commute with

in Q[XU...9

each other for

ail p,

Xdf,

where Xn is the transposée of(X&quot;9..., Xd). Then

F{X,Y)=f-\f{X)+f{Y))
is a d-dimensional commutative formai group law defined over Z. The endomorphisms

of F are also defined over Z

and for ail p the Frobenius endomorphism n(X)

Xp

of

satisfies the relation:

1.2)

p idF8 fp +

£

[Cpm]FQ fp nm

0

in End (F ® F,).

1

If H(X9 Y) is another d-dimensional formai group law over Zs satisfying (1.2) for ail

p^S then F and H are strongly

isomorphic over Z5.

Let T be an algebraic torus of dimension d over Q with character group
X(T) HomQ (rQ, GmQ) and associated galois représentation
p

:

GQ -+ Aut

(X(T))

s GLd(Z).

in [Ra] that T has a Néron model F over Z. This is a smooth,
separated commutative group scheme with generic fibre T such that for ail smooth
schemes 9* over Z we hâve an isomorphism

It

is explained

Mor2

(9,

*T)

-^ MorQ (9Q, T)

via /W/Q.

The connected component âr0 of 9~ is of fini te type over Z.
By définition the good primes for T are those where the réduction of «^~° is a
torus or equivalently where the représentation of GQ on X(T) is unramified. There
is a non-empty open subset JJ of Spec Z where T has good réduction and «^° x z C/
is a torus over U. Thèse remarks follow from [Gl] Theorem (5.16), Corollary (1.2)
and the fact that the formation of
commutes with étale base change. The matrix
^&quot;°
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commuting condition in Honda&apos;s theorem (1.1) being unavoidable we will hâve to
restrict our attention to abelian tori T i.e. with Im p commutative. Let K be the
finite abelian splitting field of T corresponding to Ker p and dénote by G Im p its
galois group. It is known [C-R] (79.12) that there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of Z[G] -modules which are free of rank d over Z. In particular we
conclude:

(1.3) There is a finite set of primes S depending only on G and d such that for
as above we hâve:
any two modules F,
T&apos;

iff

rf=l

For

we can take

0.

5

Fixing a basis X\ • Xd of X(T) as a Z-module we can associate matrices
Ap in GLd(Z) to the galois Frobenius ap in G for every prime p where T has good
réduction. According to (1.1) the L-series
1.4)

-&gt;

£
n

1

/&gt;

fi

good

•

»

p

leads to a rf-dimensional formai group law

L defined over Z. Différent

X(T) induce isomorphic (but not strongly isomorphic) group laws L.
Let Sbad be the set of primes p where T has bad réduction and
subset of primes such that &amp;~°® ¥p is not isomorphic to Gf.

S&apos;hfié

be the comptetion of
(1.5) THEOREM. Let
satisfies (1.7) below there is an isomorphism
^
&amp;

F

of

bases

a Sbad

the

along the zéro section.

If

S&apos;bad

s

of formai

groups over Zs. Possible choices
which (1.3) holds.

for

S are S

— Sbad

or any S

=&gt;

Sbad

for

a one-dimensional algebraic torus T over Q we can take for S
the empty set and L is obtained from the ordinary Artin L-series L(p, s). In the
non-split case L(p, s) is the Dirichlet L-series of the corresponding quadratic
extension K/Q and it is the Riemann zêta function if T Gm. By (1.5) we hâve

EXAMPLE. For

&amp;

£ L over Z. It

and

hence

/

we

not difficult to show directly that &amp;®OK*X+Y + y/TKXY
find an isomorphism of formai group laws £®0K^
In fact according to Honda (0.2) there is even a strong

is
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isomorphism between thèse two group laws but such
generalize well to d 1.

a statement does

not seem to

&gt;

Proof of (1.5). Since G is abelian p(o) is an automorphism of X(T) as a galois
module for every a e G. Hence it induces an automorphism Va of T and by the
$~° and
uni versai property of the Néron model, automorphisms, Va oî
J&apos;0®
¥p. If p is a good réduction prime for T and if n dénotes the Frobenius
Tp
&amp;~&gt;

endomorphism of
(1.6)

nVa

Tp we hâve

Vff n

i.e. Va is the Verschiebung on Tp.

=p

To prove this, observe that Tp is the torus associated to the représentation
GF -?Aut(Ar(71)) induced by p and Va is the automorphism of Tp corresponding
to the GF/7-map p(op). If Qp is a Hopf algebra for Tp, X(TP) X(T) is isomorphic
to the G¥p -module of the group like éléments of Qp ®tpiïp.lf x= £* ^, ® ^, is such
an élément, we hâve:

For

Jf

over a ring R with zéro section

e

we write

is the sheaf of ideals corresponding to the closed immersion e. If
Spec Q is affine and is the augmentation idéal of Q we hâve (Oje/R
///2.
is smooth of fini te type over Z the group œ^o/z is Z-free of rank d.
Since

,/

where

Jf

a group scheme

^°

/

It

becomes a G-module by letting
€ G act via the automorphism V* induced
by Va. Now let S d SJ,a{1 be a finite set of primes such that there exists a
&lt;r

Zs [G] -isomorphism

X(T)®ZS *coro/z®Zs.

(1.7)

Under this isomorphism the above basis #i&gt;..., Xd of X(T) détermines a basis
of the free Z5-module co&lt;ro&lt;g)Zs/Zs œ&lt;ro/z®Zs and hence an isomorphism
£i». *
•

where

•

&amp;/

X

(Xu...,Xd)

(e.g. [SGA 1] Exp.

II). Let H(X, Y)

g

Zs[X,

Yf be the
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corresponding formai group law and h(X) e Q[X]d its logarithm. An endomorphism ol{X) e Zs [X}d of H(X9 Y) is determined by its linear component:
&lt;x(X) se

AX mod (deg 2)

implies a(X)

[A]H

=h~\Ah(X)).

The automorphism Va of &amp;~°® Zs induces an automorphism of 3t ® Zs which as
an automorphism of H is the formai power séries:
VP(X)

=h~ \Aph(X)) with

Ap as in

1.4).

In fact the linear component of VP(X) is determined by the action of

on the
Zs-basis Éi, ...,&amp;# of co&lt;rO(8&gt;Zs/Zs. By the above this action is identified with the
one of p(p) on Xu - - ,Xd- Since Va is a lifting of Verschiebung on Tp by (1.6), we
ap

hâve:

If p is a prime of bad réduction such that «^°® ¥p s Gf, we hâve # (g) Fp s 6f and
hence

/?

id^^p

0.

Now the first assertion of the theorem follows from

Honda&apos;s

theorem (1.1).
(1.8) It remains to show that for the two choices of S described in the theorem
there is a Z^Gl-isomorphism 1.7). To abbreviate we set S Shad and 0 =(9K®J.S
in the foliowing, where OK is the ring of integers in K. Then ®/Zs is an étale
extension which trivializes the torus «^0®Z5 i.e. «^&quot;°® G s G^.
Let us write $~°®l.s Spec Q for a Hopf algebra Q over Zs with augmentation
idéal I. Then the Hopf algebra Q®(9 for 3r°®0 has augmentation idéal
I0=I®(9. We identify X(T) =Hom(P (^&quot;°®0, GmC?) with the set of group like
éléments in Q®0. By mapping x® 1 to (x
1) mod/^ we obtain a canonical
0-linear isomorphism compatible with the two G-actions indicated below:

-

(1.9)

That (1.9) is an isomorphism needs only be checked for Gmt&lt;p where it is
obvious. In a context where G opérâtes via (I) resp. (II) we write G, resp. Gu for
G to indicate the action.

324
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Using [C-R] Theorem (29.11) we obtain from (1.9) a non-canonical Q[G,]isomorphism

and hence for ail
as in (1.3) a Z^G/l-isomorphism (1.7). It remains to establish
(1.7) for S. Taking fixed modules under Gu in (1.9) we get a canonical ZS[G,]isomorphism:
S&apos;

because co^o/z is Z-free.

The work of Leopoldt [L] (see also [J]) shows that GK is free
the order in Q[G] generated by Z[G] and the idempotents

of rank

one over

&apos;

H

tj\
\n\
J

v^
Lu

&lt;reH

H runs over

the higher ramification groups of the prime ideals in (9K. In
particular we see that G =ZS[G] -0 freely for some 6 eG. Thus (X(T) ®(9)G&quot;
consists of the éléments T,aeGx&lt;T®0(r with sX(T)®Zs and hence we obtain a

where

i

Zs [Gj ] -isomorphism

Tr, : X(T) ®ZS^ (X(T)

^

by setting Tr0 {% ® 1) (Zff 6 Gna){x *h
Composing with (1.10) we obtain the remaining assertion.

2. Abelian varieties with real multiplication

In this section we will show that there is a generalization of the Cartier Honda
theorem (0.1) to a suitable class of abelian varieties of higher dimension. To be
spécifie let A be an abelian variety over Q of dimension g and let End A be its ring
of endomorphisms over Q. We assume there is a homomorphism mapping 1 to id

where

will

F is a totally real number field of degree g

be considered in (2.7) below.

[F : Q]. A more gênerai situation
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We recall the définition of the relevant motivic L-series. For a prime p let Ip be
an inertia group at p in GQ and ap an arithmetic Frobenius in the corresponding
décomposition group. For a prime / #p we hâve a décomposition:

of

F7

into the product of the complétions

Fx

of F at the primes

I

in F dividing /.

Using the I-adic cohomology groups of A

the local L-factor at p relative to
LP(A9 F, s)

F is defined by

detFl(l -/&gt;-*(*,-V

I

HUA)&apos;*)-1.

Its inverse is a polynomial with coefficients in 0F which is independent of / ^p and
11 /. For the good réduction primes this is proved in [Sh 2] (11.10.1). For the primes
of bad réduction see below, where it is also shown more precisely that for ail p
(2.1)

with

Lp(AiF9s)=(\-cpp-s + pcp2p-2*)-1

6F and cp2 0 or
Consider the order GA
cp g

1.

fl-^End A) in

OF and let

R:0A-+Mg(Z)
faithful représentation of OA by intégral g x g-matrices. If ail cp lie in
define Cp R(cp) and Cp2 R(cp2). Then the formai Dirichlet séries
be any

OA we

g
n

1

p

satisfies the conditions

of

Honda&apos;s

theorem (1.1) and we obtain a g-dimensional

formai group law L over Z.
of A. For a
We refer to [G 2] for the relevant facts on the Néron model
prime p we dénote by Tp the maximal subtorus of stp se ® ¥p and by Bp9 Up the
uniquely determined abelian variety and (smooth connected) unipotent group
scheme over ¥p fitting into an exact séquence
se&apos;/Z

326
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of the Néron model we hâve a map also called

0 given by

Let «Sbad be the set of primes p such that dim Up=g and Up is not isomorphic over
¥p to G*. Choose a finite set of primes Spr such that 0A ®Z5 is a principal ring.
r
@F.
(2.2) THEOREM. Assume that cp e OA for ail
e.g. 0A
there is an isomorphism of formai groups over Zs
(a) Setting S Spr u
/&gt;,

S&apos;b&amp;d

(b)

If R is the représentation
®A-+End(cos,o/Z)

induced by 0 it suffices to take S

S&apos;bSid

in (a).

Remark. For an elliptic curve E over Q taking

F

Qwe obtain

/s£

i.e. (0.1).

For the proof of the theorem we hâve to consider the réduction types of A and
the relation between LP(A, F, s) and the Frobenius endomorphism n of s/p. The
situation is summarized in the following proposition.
(2.3) PROPOSITION. The réduction $fQp is equal to Up, Tp or Bp according to
dimF[ H\(A)!p 0, 1 or 2. In case s/p is a torus, it is either isomorphic to Ggm or to
G* the only g-dimensional torus over ¥p with Verschiebung acting by — 1. Moreover

\-cpX+pX2

with

cp

in

&lt;9F

then for p 4

holds in End

independent

S&apos;blkd

of l //?

the relation

and I|/ and such that 6{cp) e End

s/°.

If we set

Formai groups and L-series
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Proof. We set Vt(A) (!&gt;*) &lt;g)Z/ Q, and VX(A)
V,(A) ®F| Fx and similarly
for sep. According to [G 2] Proposition 2.2.5 there is an isomorphism

and hence an isomorphism of Frvector spaces
VX(AY&gt;

The action

^i«).
of ap on the left corresponds to the action of

Vx{n) on the right.

(2.4) First we assume that p is a prime of good réduction i.e. «s/0 Bp. For any
abelian variety A with multiplication by a number field F it is known that [F : Q]
divides 2 dim A and that equality implies F is a CM field. Hence Bp is isotypical i.e.
isogenous to a power of a simple abelian variety over ¥p. According to [T] Theorem
1 the center of End0
Bp is thus given by Q(rc).
Due to good réduction

H}(A)

Hom (V,(A)9 Q/) ®F/

Fx

and hence

P(X)=detFl(l-Vx(n)X\Vx(Bp)).
We distinguish two cases:

(2.4.1) n $ 0(F) F. Then (F(n) : F) 2 and F(tt) is a CM field. The minimal
polynomial of n over F is g(X)
cpZ + p with cp tt -h tt € (End ifp)n
F (PF, since tttt =p by a resuit of Weil. Let End0 (Bp) be the centralizer of F in
End0 Bp. The Q-algebra map
A&quot;2

-

&lt;=

maps n to Fi(w) and hence Q(Vx(n))
characteristic polynomial

detFl(Xid-

Vx(n)

I

VX(BP))

0.

According to Shimura [Sh 2] (11.10.1) the

X2P{X~l)

328
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it annihilâtes

(2.4.2) n € 9(F). Since F is totally real we hâve n2
and hence

P(X)
where

1

- V{{n)X)2

1

Moreover V^n) € Fez Fi

- cpX +pX2

2n e ®F. On the other hand Q(X)

cp

/?.

Vx(n) and since Q is

X2

—

cpX + p annihilâtes n in

(2.5) Now assume that Tp ^ 0. Since Tp is the uniquely determined maximal
torus of s/p we hâve a homomorphism

Let X(TP) be the character group of

Tp

with galois action

is the reductive rank of sép. Since Tp^0 we get an
embedding of F into MAI(Q) hence \i g i.e. si%
Tp and F is a maximal sublield
of M/i(Q). If â^ dénotes a topological generator of Gf the matrix ^((T^) has finite
order and commutes with F. Hence p(âp) is a root of unity in the totally real field

where

F i.e.

ii=dimTp£g

± 1. As in (1.6)

cp&apos;-=p(âp)

we see that Verschiebung on Tp is

multiplication

by cp i.e.

p id

It

- cpn

0

in End (s/°p).

remains to show that P(X)

1

- cpX.

Choosing an (P^-linear polarization of A over Q (see [R] 1.12) we obtain
Frlinear isomorphisms

Hl(AQ, Q,)
where

,4&apos;

F,(,4&apos;)(

-1) s F.^X -1)

is the dual abelian variety. Since Ip acts

trivially on Q/( — 1) for / #/? this

implies

H\AO,

Q,)&apos;»

V,(A)H -1)

F,«)( -1)

(X(TP) ®2 Q,)*

Formai groups and L-series
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a free rank one

Frmodule because X(TP) ®Q is a one dimensional F-vector space.
The action of Ox&quot;1)* on thc left corresponds to the action by cp on the right hence
the assertion.

(2.6) If Tp=0 the group scheme s/p is an extension of Bp by Up. Since
there is no nontrivial (algebraic) homomorphism from Up to Bp (e.g. [Ro] Th. 11)
we obtain a homomorphism F-&gt;End°Bp. If Bp^0 this implies dimBp=g
i.e. sé\
Bp since F is not a CM field. Thus the only remaining case is s/p
Up.
Since

we find

P(X)

1.

Moreover p id

0

in End (s/°p)

if

Up

s G* (in

fact

&quot;iff&quot;).

Proofof (2.2). We only consider (a). The proof of (b) is even simpler. Since s/0
is smooth of fini te type over Z the group (o^o/z is /-free of rank g. It is naturally
an 0A -module. By the choice of 5pr the ring 0A (g) Zs r is principal and hence there
is an isomorphism of 0A ® Z5-modules

where 0A ® Zs opérâtes on the right by the représentation R chosen at the
beginning of the section. Using the basis of co^0&lt;8)Zs/Z5 corresponding to the
canonical basis of Z| we obtain an isomorphism

This détermines a formai group law H(X9 Y) for sf° ® Zs
induces an endomorphism of siï and hence of H(X, Y) whose
over Z5. Any
linear component is determined by the action on o}^q^ZsjZs. As an endomorphism
of H(X, Y) it is therefore represented by the formai power séries h~l(R(c)h(X))
where h is the logarithm of H. According to (2.3) we hâve for p $ S(,ad
where

X

(Xx,..., Xg).

ce^

p id

- 9(cp)n + 0(cp2)n2

0

Using this and the assumption

p iéH9*p
where

- [Cp]n + [Cp2]n2

tî^)

0

in End (j/J).
cp

e 0A we get

in End (H (g) F,)

Xp. Now the assertion follows from

Honda&apos;s

theorem (1.1).

330
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(2.7) In this section we consider a slightly more gênerai situation which is
useful for an application to modular forais. Let A be an abelian variety over Q
which admits an embedding 0 of a commutative semisimple Q-algebra F with
dimQ F dim A g into End0 A. If e runs over the primitive idempotents of F the
algebra F décomposes into the product of the fields Fe eF. We assume that they
are totally real. Up to isogeny A décomposes into a product of abelian varieties Ae
over Q and we hâve injections of Fe into End0 Ae. Since ge dim Ae divides [Fe : Q]
[Fe : Q]. We define the local Euler factor of A with respect
we obtain equality ge

to

Fby
Lp(A, F, s)

Because

(Lp(Ae,

of (2.3) it

Fe9

s))

in

has the form

with cp, cp2 in 0F ïle 0Fe the maximal order in F.
faithful représentation

If cp,

cpi€ 6A then

as before a

R:®A-+Mg(Z)
(End A) gives rise to a g-dimensional formai group law £
over Z. Let Sum be the set of primes where A does not hâve semistable réduction
and choose a finite set 5pr of primes such that 0A (g) ZSpr is a product of principal

of the order

0A

0&quot;1

rings.

(2.8) THEOREM. Assume that cp, cp2 e 0A for ail p $ Sum.
(a) Setting S SpTuSum there is an isomorphism of formai groups over Zs
¦5

(b)

If R is the représentation

induced by 9 it suffices to take S

Sum

in (a).

REMARK. The only case where the assumption cp, cp2eOA is obvious is for
0A
0F. However in this cape A décomposes up to isomorphism into the product
of the abelian varieties Ae eA and the assertion of (2.8) follows immediately from
(2.2).
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In the corollary below we will give an example though where the conditions
can be checked in a non-trivial case.

Proof of (2.8). We proceed as in the proof of (2.2). Observe that if J.%^ has a
faithful A =0A (g) ZSpr-operation
it is free of rank one over A. Hence
p
and J.% with opération via R are isomorphic over A. It now suffices to show that
the relation

(2.9)

pid-0(cp)n+ 9(cp2)n2

0

holds in End (s/p). This is deduced from (2.3) as follows:
Choose N ^ 1 such that Ne e 0A for ail e and set
0(Ne). The image Ae of
is an abelian subvariety of A which has real multiplication by the field Fe.
There are isogenies with çi/t N and ij/q) N
q&gt;e

q&gt;e

given by (p (q&gt;e) and ^ summation map restricted to
(2.3) to each Ae we find for p $ Sum the relation

p id^

-

0&apos;(cp)nA,

+ O&apos;(cp2yn2A.

0

N(p id^
Since

se&apos;

- 0(cp)n + 0(cp2)n2)

0

Applying Proposition

in End (stp°)

is the Néron model
where
(6e) and
the right in this équation we obtain
9&apos;

A&apos;.

of

A&apos;.

Applying ij/ to the left and

q&gt;

to

in End (j/J).

s/p is an extension of an abelian variety by

a torus, End (sfop) is torsionfree

and (2.9) follows.
We now give an application of (2.8) to modular forms. For background we
refer to [Ri] and [Sh 1]. Let N £ 1 be a squarefree integer and let A J0(N)new be
the new part of the modular variety /o(A0 over Q associated with F0(N). Then A
has semistable réduction for ail primes p. Let T be the subring of End A generated
by the Hecke operators Tp for p\N and by the Atkin-Lehner operators Up for
p | N. It is known that F T (g) Q End0 A décomposes into a product of totally
real fields Fe and dimQF dimv4. At ail primes the factors Ae hâve the same
réduction type i.e. good or multiplicative since the abelian varieties attached to
newforms hâve bad réduction exactly at the primes dividing N. For p)fN using
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(2.4) we find:

and thus
cp

n

+ n € End sep.

By the Eichler-Shimura relation we obtain
that cp — Up and hence

L(A9F,s)

H (l-Upp-*)-1

p\N

cp

Tp

Yiil-Tpp-&apos;

p\N

in T. For p \ N it can be shown

+ p&apos;-2*)-*

in the ring of formai Dirichlet séries with coefficients in F. If R is the natural
représentation of End A on a Z-basis of co^o/z consider the matrix valued L-series

fi*

P

p

I

From Theorem (2.8) we now deduce the following satisfactory resuit:
(2.9) COROLLARY.

3 s £ otw Z.
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